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Forum romain audioguide

Level Contributor 34 publishes 11 reviews 8 helpful votes Forum Audio Guide 6 years ago Hello. I'm booking my Coliseum tickets online and give the option of what they call an audio guide to the Colosseum, but not one for the Forum. I have heard a guide for the Forum is very useful, so I wonder if all the information for both places is
included in the only guide? And if you do both places on different days, do you return it one day and pick it up again the next? Basically, I don't want to hire one if you don't mention the Forum, or if I have to pay twice for it. Or is a forum tour more informative? Contributor Level 47,503 publishes 18 reviews 124 helpful votes 1. Re: Forum
audio guide 6 years ago The coliseum audio guide is for the coliseum only. There are audio guides that you can rent in the forum that are for the forum. They will cost 5 euros. Donna Level Contributor 9,903 posts 175 reviews 192 helpful votes 2. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Take a tour at the Forum - the audio guide is confusing
and outdated. Contributor Level 4,109 publications 19 reviews 31 helpful votes 3. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago AND if you're going to have an ipod or equivalent with you, there are several podcasts that you can download from audio guides. I Ricksteves.com makes one for both the Forum and the Colosseum and there must be
more out there, too. (Rick Steves' are more or less just recitations from his written guides from his guides.) You can find them here: https:/... Italy Contributor level 3,633 publications 1 review 3 useful votes 4. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Only forum audio guide is used. As stated above, old-fashioned and almost useless. You can
pick up either without buying in advance. Just tell the cashier when you pick up your advanced ticket. Contributor Level 34 Publications 11 reviews 8 helpful votes 5. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Thank you guys! Does the Forum offer its own tour then, or would I have to register with an external company? Afraid of not having an
iPod, but thank you for the suggestion! Contributor level 47,503 publications 18 reviews 124 helpful votes 6. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Yes, you can book a forum tour for 5 euros each. Here are the details: www.coopculture.it/en/heritage.cfm?id=4 Click on the excursion link to get the details of schedules and days. Donna Level
Contributor 34 publishes 11 reviews 8 helpful votes 7. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago awesome, thank you very much. Somehow I missed that part of the website! Contributor Level 144 publications 380 reviews 271 helpful votes 8. Re: Audio guide forum 6 years ago We returned a few weeks ago from Rome and three of us used Rick
Steve's guides - along with the map provided when we bought tickets. For us, this was extremely useful and helpful. We could move quickly if there were things we weren't so interested in... or jump out of We charge them on our cell phones and use headphones to listen. That way, we could still chat with each other while we were touring.
We use RS audio to Forum. These are downloaded for free online. Contributor Level 34 Publications 11 reviews 8 helpful votes 9. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Unfortunately my phone is not sophisticated enough for that, but thanks for the advice! I think I'll try one of the 5 euro tours Donna linked me to :) Contributor level 259
publications 3 reviews 2 helpful votes 10. Re: Forum audio guide 6 years ago Hola Donna, do you know if we should call to register for the Forum Tour in advance? We call and buy our underground/coliseum tickets and forget to mention the Forum Tour. Should we call again or can we register for the tour once we arrive in Rome? Level
Contributor 16 Roman Forum publications: Guided tour vs Audio 6 years ago I am weighing the tours available in the Roman Forum: Audio vs Guided. Can anyone suggest on the one-hour English guided tour that runs only on Fridays to Sundays? Would you recommend this? Did you feel it was informative? Did the guided tour only cover
the forum? What about Palatine Hill? Since the Roman Forum and Palatine Hill share an entrance, does the 2-hour audio guide cover both sights? Would you recommend it? Contributor Level 17 publishes 11 reviews 6 helpful votes 1. Re: Roman Forum: Guided vs Audio tour 6 years ago We were in Rome last month and faced the same
dilemma - decided on the audio tour. I wouldn't recommend it! The next time we will definitely do a guided tour, there is an incredible amount to see and the Roman &amp; Palatine Forum are fascinating. We ended up spying.... Contributor Level 47,503 publishes 18 reviews 124 helpful votes 2. Re: Roman Forum: Guided tour vs Audio 6
years ago I like to use audio guides as it allows us to go at our own pace, starting and stopping whenever we want. I've heard good things about official tours and I'd use them worry-free. Donna Level Contributor 49,129 posts 736 reviews 211 helpful votes 3. Re: Roman Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago Did you do the audio
personally and it's good, but hard when you carry a backpack and have a camera in you too. Contributor Level 47,503 publications 18 reviews 124 helpful votes 4. Re: Roman Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago Only curious, but why would you carry a backpack? Donna Level Contributor 1,143 posts 129 reviews 68 helpful votes 5.
Re: Roman Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago I have some additional questions on the same topic. So I'm asking in this thread. 1. Do official tour guides and audio guides cover both the Forum and Palatine? 2. Do official guided tours have a reputation for being much better than audio guides? Enough to rearrange an itinerary? I
ask why guided tours are only available during limited hours from Friday to Sunday. Currently: 11am and 12.30pm. 3. The co-farming website for the Forum mentions video guides in several languages as well. But then he doesn't mention a cost. Do you offer video guides? Are they good? I'd appreciate any information on how it works.
Thanks a lot. Edited: 6 years ago Level Contributor 9,903 publications publications reviews 192 helpful votes 6. Re: Roman Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago unless the audio guide was recently updated would give you a foul. The markers are unclear - you might be standing in front of something on your route and the audio is
describing something else. The devices are also heavy and cumbersome to handle (think of a 1990s brick-style mobile phone). I find it a little absurd that this old technology is still in use when it would be so simple to download an app and use that. Contributor level 26,381 publications 53 reviews 62 helpful votes 7. Re: Roman Forum:
Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago We did a private guided tour that lasted 3 hours and would not have wanted to take less time for Forum/Palatine. It was expensive, but very, very good. We use Daniella Hunt. Contributor Level 47,503 publications 18 reviews 124 helpful votes 8. Re: Roman Forum: Guided vs Audio tour 6 years ago
would definitely use an app on an Iphone about renting something on one of the sites. They're usually much better and you don't have to worry about returning them at the end of the day. Donna Level Contributor 1,143 posts 129 reviews 68 helpful votes 9. Re: Roman Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 6 years ago Thank you for the answers...
We travel with 2 young children, who don't always want to be on the same page as us or each other! Our most successful sightseeing tours were in places where the audio guides were extremely child-friendly and... MOMA in New York and Qutb Minar Complex in New Delhi. Perhaps we will sign up for the official Forum tour, buy the
books with reconstructed overlay images that are available in the souvenir shop... and investigate a little before hand, using the book Rome with the children. I also found this online youtube video about the virtually reconstructed Roman Forum, which can serve as a good primer for children. Edited: 6 years ago 10 years ago. Re: Roman
Forum: Guided Tour vs Audio 5 years ago -:- Message from Tripadvisor staff -:-This topic has been closed to new posts due to inactivity. We hope you join the conversation by posting on an open topic or starting a new one. To review the listing guidelines for Tripadvisor forums, follow this link: delete posts that do not follow our publishing
guidelines, and we reserve the right to delete any posts for any reason. Reason.
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